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I read about the random drops & customization, nearly got it during this sale. The reason 

why I decided not to purchase it (probably won't in the future) goes back to my Destiny

purchase on the PS3. Bungie has completely ignored my requests for proper 

keyboard/mouse support in that game, so I wasn't willing to put any more money into the 

game when The Taken King came out. Destiny really isn't worth playing without having all 

the DLC due to P2W mechanics in the DLC (equipment stats mainly), so I removed the 

game from my PS3 the day after the The Taken King pre-patch. At this point I am 

boycotting Bungie for that reason. Seeing as Activision is the publisher for that game also, 

this is the reason why I passed on purchasing this game & likely won't be purchasing any 

other new games with their logo on it (with perhaps the exception of DLC for games I 

already have) until one of my Destiny friends gets back to me & let's me know that proper 

keyboard/mouse support has been added to the game. 
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Originally posted by CadCobra:

I totally understand how you feel, and I get where you are coming from. I have a similar think with 

Warner Bros., considering how MK X released on PC, as well as the still poor version of Arkham 

Knight we got. You don't have to buy this game if you don't want it, but I think that you should 

consider that supporting solid devs like Platinum is more important than not supporting Activision. 

Platinum made a game that is absolutely for the fans of the Transformers brand, not just a movie 

cash-in type of game. In order for fans to get that kind of stuff, people have to buy the games. Also, 

the people who worked hard on this game need a job, and if we support their good work then it 

helps them to have that.
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cash-in type of game. In order for fans to get that kind of stuff, people have to buy the games. Also, 

the people who worked hard on this game need a job, and if we support their good work then it 

helps them to have that.

I appreciate the sentiment, but I would recommend that you pass on the big mainstream Activision 

titles, but don't refrain from supporting the little guys. Punish the publisher on games they do wrong, 

but on the things they do right there is no reason not to say "hey, this is what I want!". 

The first response in this thread that hasn't had insults in it & I thank you for that, because it was 

looking like every comment I was going to get in it was going to at least have an insult included 

with it. Given you've given me the first civil response in this thread, I do want to level with you like a 

normal human being:

I agree, I don't want to punish the developers for having the same publisher as that stuck-up 

Bungie had & perhaps to a point I won't if I like the game enough. I have quite a few games made 

by Platinum already, which is why this probably won't stick with games that I have a high interest in 

them (like series I'm already into), but this game isn't one of them. In all honesty this game looks 

similar to Dragon Ball XenoVerse, which I already have on PS3 (unfortunately a game with it's 

own problems, more so being a console version), so I think I already have this type of game 

covered, which is one reason I won't make an exception for it. Were it not for the situation in 

Destiny however, making an exception to buy the game wouldn't have even been an issue & I 

probably would have purchased the game on the spot due to the sale.

There is one other game under Activision that I've been boycotting even before it disappeared from 

the Steam store (due to letting their licensing expire) and later came back, that would be 

Deadpool. Honestly this game has some of the most horrid controls I've seen in any game in my 

life & my gripe about it is the broken & poorly-implemented key remapping (a bad console port, in 

other words; can't say it beats Dark Souls, however). Given I already own the game (purchased 

day-1 to add day-1 support to Xfire), the only thing I can really boycott about the game is the DLC, 

which is why I still haven't purchased it & still don't intend on doing so until they fix the broken key 

remapping (I haven't even played it since I worked on adding that support, only started it up once 

or twice to see if it's fixed yet). So this is more of an issue on High Moon Studies, which hasn't 

been escalated to the entire company, just DLC for the game (currently it sits on my wishlist in the 

boycott position of it, which means I'll accept it if it's a gift, but I won't purchase it myself). 
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I don't want to punish the developers for having the same publisher as that stuck-up Bungie

And yet you are. Or at least, you're weird little version of "punishing." Also, how in Bungie "stuck 

up"? Is it because they didn't totally break the balance of their own game because you asked them 

to?

Originally posted by WonderGamer:

In all honesty this game looks similar to Dragon Ball XenoVerse,

As someone who'd played both, it's not.

Originally posted by WonderGamer:

Were it not for the situation in Destiny however, making an exception to buy the game wouldn't 

have even been an issue & I probably would have purchased the game on the spot due to the sale.

And that sort of thing makes sense to no one but you. 

#32
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